
Archaeology is the study of past 
cultural behavior.

The dugout experiment increased
our ability to interpret and better 

understand people of the past

We can not do this without your 
help and support.
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Image after John White, North Carolina, 1585.



Dugouts are the oldest form of constructed 
watercraft.

Simply defined, a dugout canoe, or “dugout”
is a hollowed out log used as a watercraft.

Image after John White. North Carolina. 1585



Dugouts were used by prehistoric 
Native Americans to hunt whales.



Lewis & Clark used dugouts based on  
Native American designs.

Image from Lewis and Clark on the Lower Columbia by Charles M. Russell, 1905



Some Native American dugouts were 
painted and carved with clan symbols.



Prehistoric dugouts have been found 
preserved and waterlogged around lakes.



One of 55 prehistoric dugouts
dating as early as 5000 years ago

Newnans Lake, Florida
(Wheeler et. al 2003:537,539)



The Newnans Lake  dugouts have many different bow 
and stern shapes, including internal structural supports.
(Wheeler et. al 2003:540, 542)

Blunt bow

Platform bow

Sloping bow



In Pennsylvania, dugouts were a common 
form of travel and used to carry 

precious  goods for  trade.



One of the largest ever found is the 
“Cherokee” dugout at 32 feet in length.



Shallow draft 
dugouts  were 

often poled 
rather than  

paddled.
Image after John White, North Carolina, 1585.



Large war 
canoes, 
carrying 75 
warriors and 
60 feet long, 
were used 
along the  
Mississippi 
River to fight 
the Spanish.
Image from Indians Attacking the Spanish

by Greg Harlin



Although dugouts represent a major 
form of prehistoric travel, they are rarely 
preserved in the archaeological record.

Fewer than 20 dugouts have been found in 
Pennsylvania, mostly in the Pocono's, and 

the majority of these are historic in age.



The Mud Pond dugout, from Luzerne 
County, dates to AD 1250.

On display at The State Museum of Pennsylvania



The Commonwealth’s Archaeology
Program recovered the Curtis Pond
dugout  from Wayne County in 1996.
It is believed to be historic in age.
(Baker 1998:8)  



In 2005, the Commonwealth’s Archaeology Program, Fort Hunter 
Park, Allegheny National Forest, Michaux State Forest and a 
group of loyal volunteers created a dugout as an experiment in 
prehistoric technology. 



Our goal was to use methods only available to 
prehistoric peoples.  As depicted in early drawings, 
dugout construction was a process of burning and 
scraping. Image after John White, North Carolina, 1585.



Our main carving tool is the adze.



On the left, an adze blade is attached 
horizontally to the handle. On the right, an 
axe blade is attached vertically to the 
handle.

adze

axe



The haft on the right 
broke with the first 
chop.

We experimented
with a variety of 
handle types. 



Good hafting 
technique

Overly acute edge angle

The adze was made of Virginia greenstone and took about 
10 hours to grind into shape.  Experimentation was required
to get the edge angle correct and to develop a functional 
hafting technique.



We broke several handles 
and one adze blade.



Once the appropriate design
was achieved, the adzes 
only required minimal 
maintenance.



The pine log, 20 feet long and 
nearly 3 feet in diameter, was 

donated by Michaux State Forest.



The initial burn 



Burning and shaping the sternBurning and shaping the stern



Cutting with the stone 
adzes worked very well



Once the sides were burned to the 
correct width, they were covered
with clay to prevent further burning.



Each morning we started by covering the sides 
with clay to insulate from further burning.



Each day we burned 
for 2 -3 hours with the 
sides protected with 
clay. 



Clay insulation after the burn….  
new clay was required each day. 



The adze removed 
the char along with 
the dried wood 
immediately below.



Once the general outside shape is 
achieved, it is simply a matter of 

repeating the process.



During Pennsylvania 
Indians Festival Day 
at Fort Hunter, 
we got a little help 
from our friends.



more burning…



more carving…



more clay…



and more burning…



and more chopping…..



We found that implements of wood worked 
as well as the stone adzes.  



We measured 
our daily 
progress.

It required 17 days 
to create the 
dugout, averaging 
less than an inch 
in depth per day.



Preparing for the final burn…



The last burn…





…the last burn!



Finishing the stern’s exterior



Smoothing the rough edges with sandstone



Final polishing and water proofing 
using a combination of wood ash 
and pine tar,

helped the interior
become smooth 
enough to sit in.



Maiden voyage on the Susquehanna River 
from Fort Hunter to City Island-10/2/05



Shooting the rapids by Rockville Bridge



Edge damage on an 
adze – after two to four 
hours of use.

Examining the wear 
patterns on our stone
tools.



Metarhyolite adze: 
polishing wear pattern



Siltstone scraper with minor striations



Heavily worn basalt adze at the end of the 
project with significant striations.

Before After



Basalt adze at the end of the project with 
significant striations.

Before After 



Conclusions

This project gave us a better 
appreciation for stone tool technology and 
specifically wood working tools. We learned 
that distinctive wear patterns quickly formed on 
the adze bits and these patterns will be 
compared to archaeological specimens.  At the 
beginning of our project, we assumed the adze 
was an essential implement in dugout 
construction.  We learned that other implements 
could be used just as easily. 



The annual 
Pennsylvania Farm 

Show with a half  
million visitors 
allows us to 

showcase the work 
of the PHMC and 

help people to 
understand the lives 

of their ancestors 
who lived in North 

America and 
Central 

Pennsylvania.



SAVE 
THE 

PAST 
FOR 
THE 

FUTURE



Archaeology is the study of past 
cultural behavior.

The dugout experiment increased
our ability to interpret and better 

understand people of the past

We can not do this without your 
help and support.



We would like to thank
Fort Hunter County Park

Allegheny National Forest 

Michaux State Forest 

Our loyal volunteers 

without whom, we could not have 
completed this project. 
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